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Launching the 2021 AAC Residency Program 8 months into the pandemic 
came with it’s opportunities and challenges. How we collaborated and did 
our work looked much different from the first pilot that took place in 2019. 
Although we missed being physically present, we learned how to adapt 
and thrive in the virtual world. 

This presentation is a compilation of the artist’s reflections. The 
presentation was shared during the wrap-up event (Reflection Gathering, 
June 30, 2021), where we prioritized reflection to tell the story of the 
Residency’s second pilot. Each artist captured their artistic processes and 
outputs, as well as debriefed their experiences with their organizational 
partners among close community supporters. 









How might we illuminate the dignity and wholeness of 
human experience outside the confines of language and 

connect respectfully and joyfully across differences?



Becoming A Social Innovation Scientist (S.I.S) is how I would describe my artistic 
approach to addressing our HMW question. My approach is summarized by the 
following key insights:

● Experimentation as fundamental to my social innovation approach
● Breaking down my process into steps where I could reflect and adapt quickly 

to changing needs and priorities of Action Dignity 
● Rapid prototyping to incorporate feedback and improve results  
● Experimentation combined with rapid prototyping is rooted in an approach of 

removing perfection as a barrier to the AAC process
● Creating frameworks to develop equitable approaches, which can be shared 
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How might we illuminate the dignity and wholeness of 
human experience outside the confines of language and 

connect respectfully and joyfully across differences?



Artistic Process Highlights:
Using 
screenprints, multiples, illustration 
and
community creative expression and relationship building over time 
to support
empowerment and resilience
and
bear witness and amplify/illuminate experiences
 to
work on multiple levels towards systems change



Special Considerations:

● Adaptability throughout pandemic conditions
● Staff burnout due to ongoing crisis conditions, particularly for those 

working with essential workers + families
● Restrictions on in-person workshops/events
● Danger of professionalizing equity work
● To>For>With>Of



Diagram based on the 6 conditions of systems change diagram from Nasdaq Entrepreneurial Centre

https://www.google.com/search?q=6+conditions+of+systems+change+diagram&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwiM67Te4b3xAhXlKX0KHaKtAHkQ2-cCegQIABAA&oq=6+conditions+of+systems+change+diagram&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQHlDKL1i4rgFgi7ABaABwAHgAgAFWiAGVBZIBATmYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient=img&ei=fo3bYIy0NeXT9AOi24LIBw&bih=709&biw=1303#imgrc=OCaxdsbw3J-SPM


Relationship Building Over Time, Community Connections: Facilitating CAVWA’s mask decorating 
workshop



Relationship Building Over Time, Community Connections: Codeveloping a design and facilitating a 
mask-fabric printing workshop with CAVWA



Relationship Building Over Time, Community Connections: Co-developing screen design and 
facilitating 2 mask-fabric printing workshops with CAVWA



Empowerment and resilience through creative expression and community; working on multiple 
levels towards systems change. 
Mask sewing kits with handprinted fabric; experiment in social enterprise/revenue generation



Bearing Witness/Amplifying Experience. Covid Fortune Teller. 
Connected with Catamount Fellow Chiamaka Agonsi; drawings featured in Amaka’s worker resource 
brochures for Cargill Workers (design by MRU alumn Elle Wilde)



Bearing Witness/Amplifying Experience. Covid Fortune Teller. 
Featured in Changemaker Conversation and then in Creative Communication for Health Promotion class for 
nursing students. Connected with Meriam Bravante



Relationship building over time and bearing witness/illuminating experience; 
TFW Arwyn’s journey map





Congratulations, Marichu on your retirement and on being awarded the Citizen of the Year :)





How might we bring the conversation to how 
seniors in the community face racism and how 

they are viewed within the community?  



As a storyteller first, it could be hard to create a story where you could 
cry and laugh within moments.  When I interviewed four different 

people about their experience with racism, I found myself doing this.  
Even through a heartbreaking experience, these Elders were able to 

speak with wisdom, compassion and understanding.  With just staying 
true to the heart and soul of their stories, I hope I did my job as a 
storyteller/filmmaker to make you laugh and cry within moments.   



AAC x Confederation Park 55+ Activity Centre
Racism Documentary Project Preview

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RI6s7xHRBrFtF7--ViLKr9VGLEzym1aR/preview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZoOF_COiC4&ab_channel=ConfederationPark55%2BActivityCentre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZoOF_COiC4&ab_channel=ConfederationPark55%2BActivityCentre




How might we raise awareness about a form of 
domestic violence known as “coercive control?”



I asked questions, listened and with my new understanding of 
Sagess’s experience with coercive control, called upon 

observations of various people and events that might bear relation 
to this phenomenon. I then, with a major input from Sagesse, 

drafted and filmed scripts for three webisodes that depict how 
coercive control might play out in a diverse array of couples.



The Invisible Bruise, Episode 3: James & Tomas

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b1d32dl3bq40r3t/AABrzHJ32PY2c_RpcYGePjdva?dl=0&preview=Part+3+FINAL+09-01-21.mp4




How might we transform the perception of ageism and start 
improving the experiences of older adults in a meaningful way, 

by supporting interactions that are authentic, individualized, 
and use a wellness-based approach that is focused on 
purposeful engagement through a creative process?  



The artistic process was full of drawing metaphors. 
We drew over the perceptions that are currently in place,  and 

erased the irrelevant lines. We are asking new  questions 
to enable  people to sketch authentic patterns of their lives. An 

animation will be the introduction to a creative collaboration that 
draws a composition of shared memories and physical mementoes, 
so that the final picture is a community with patterns of belonging, 

inclusiveness, and empathy. 



PROCESS STAGES
Systemic Issues: 
Societal reluctance to engage in later life issues beyond “activities”
Personal reluctance to share, to admit and discuss the issues of later life

Observations:
The aging process is viewed in terms of physical and mental health issues.  
The concept of spiritual development seems to be absent or unrecognized.
Minimal understanding of the processes that leads to wisdom, self awareness as in moving away from the physical 
world ie Letting Go,  accepting responsibility for our past ie Reflection, Awareness & Resolution,, and understanding 
that life  needs to be meaningful; that being an elder meaningful moving beyond our possessions and into deeper 
relationships.
 
Creative Interventions
Developing a lyrical approach to open a discussion
Create group discussions that build a shared sense of belonging, open cross cultural experiences, and create 
empathy. 
To discover  & develop new ways of perceiving the older ie The Third Action Film Festival, 
Survey of Literature including cross cultural research, current writings, developing new ideas with relevance and 
authenticity

Outcome:
LEAVING HOME, An animation



LEAVING HOME
An animation to open a 

discussion with a creative 
outcome

Outcome:
An animation the opens a group conversation about Leaving Home, one of the key phases in moving 
through the later adult years.  This animation will be the introduction to a program that brings people 
together, incites deep listening and establishes respectful communication patterns.

A group creative outcome that is decided by the group and is meaningful for them. In the past Quilting has 
been a significant outcome for groups of women...how do we adapt this to our current worlds? Ie the group 
will thi answer as they share in the discussion group called Leaving Home.



Insert visual representation of 
the residency output (creative 
works) 



    

How old were you the first time you left home? Where were you going? Who was with you?





How might we achieve transformational learning towards 
systems change in a two dimensional virtual setting? 



Theatre of the 
Oppressed 
(Augusto Boal) 

Social 
Presencing 
Theatre 
(Arawana Hayashi) 

Expressive 
Movement
Arts Facilitation 
(Anna Halprin) 



Rainbow of Desire
Image Theatre
Improvisation
Theatre of the Oppressed

Group Dances
Stuck Postures
Dance Between
Social Presencing Theatre

Movement
Drawing
Writing
Body Mythology 
Expressive Movement Arts
Facilitation 



Earth Day Dance 
How might we create more empathy for the Earth by embodying Earth? 

Agents of Change
How might we begin with ourselves to impact change?

Voice of the Rainforest Inside My Body 
How might we we use art to express personal truths? 

The Body is the Revolution 
How might we gather all that has been researched during this residency 
to culminate in a meaningful transformational learning experience? 



STUCK



RELEASE
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“When i am free of thoughts i see you. 
when you appear before me i can feel you. 
Then I understand how I am within you.”

“My house is dirt,
My back hurts so very much.
I should get out more…”



KEY INSIGHTS:
-There is relief from focusing on our 
computer monitors and instead drop into 
sensing and presence in space. 
-Experiential learning allows participants to 
embody what is being learned as opposed 
to cerebralize an idea. 
-Systems change can be experienced over 
time and often needs more than one event/ 
deeper dive. 
-Going into personal narratives can bring up 
a lot of trauma. Developing a trauma 
informed approach to this work is essential. 

KEEP:
-An interdisciplinary 
(embodied, visual, writing) 
approach to transformational 
learning via video 
conference platforms. 

CURIOUS: 
-How might the personal 
narrative drive a more 
universal story that initiates 
change? 

LEAVE: 
-Video conferences. Ideally, 
we go back to in-person 
gatherings. 
- “Self Help”? 



Thank you to the artists, organizations, and our supporting partners.
For more information about the Artist as Changemaker Project, visit the 
Artist as Changemaker webpage here.
For inquiries, contact Sally Njoroge, e: snjoroge@mtroyal.ca

https://www.tricochangemakersstudio.ca/artist-as-changemaker

